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This book is about a science fiction television show on BBC the main character is called the doctor. The 
Doctor is a time traveler from space. His ship is called the Tardis. The Tardis is a time machine that looks 
like a blue police public call box from London England. 

The book tells all about the episodes and characters since November 1963 to the present. 

  The actors who played the Doctors are William Hartnell the 1st Doctor 1963 to 1966, Patrick Troughton 
the 2nd Doctor 1966 to 1969, Jon Pertwee the 3rd Doctor 1970 to 1974, Tom Baker the 4th Doctor 1974 to 
1981, Peter Davison the 5th Doctor 1981 to 1984, Colin Baker 6th Doctor 1984 to 1986, Sylvester McCoy 
the 7th Doctor1987 to 1996, Paul McGann the 8th Doctor 1996 to 2003, Christopher Eccleston the 9th 
Doctor 2003 to 2005, David Tenant the 10th Doctor 2005 to 2010, and Matt Smith the 11th Doctor 2010 
to 2013, 

This book tells about all the companions who have traveled with the Doctor. They help him in many 
adventures. 

The book also describes the villains the doctor fights. The first villains are the Daleks. The Daleks want to 
kill the doctor and they say EXTERMINATE!!! Really loud. Now the Dalek are not a robot, it’s like a small 
alien sitting inside and it can control the metal body like a wheelchair. The Dalek has one short metal 
gun. The Dalek has one robot eye so they can see. And when the Dalek talks the lights on his head 
flashes. 

 The second villain is the Cybermen. The Cybermen have a human brain inside a robots body and this is 
called a cyborg. Usually the Cybermen talk in a robot voice and when they talk the blue light on their 
head flashes. When the Cybermen walk they march like a soldier. Cybermen always threaten “you will 
be DELETED!”. 

The third villain is the Stone Angels. When you look at them they turn to stone and cannot move. When 
you don’t look, they move and chase you. 

The fourth villains are Sontarans. Sontarans are from the high gravity planet. They are very strong. They 
have been fighting a war for centuries. 

The rest of all villains are covered in detail. 

The book also gives a lot of backgrounds on the actors that who played in the series. 

Recommendation: 

This book would be interesting for the fans of the Doctor Who show  

Rate the book:        5/5 


